RETAINING AND DISCARDING
PSYCHIATRIC RECORDS
primarily

Retaining Records

How long am I "legally" required to keep records?

at a minimum
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at least

Why should I keep records indefinitely?

whenever needed

How do I store records?

always
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Discarding & Destroying Records

not

How do I discard & destroy records?

imperative

cannot

completely
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Who else can I contact for information?

Below are some risk management tips regarding retaining & discarding psychiatric records.

DO review and be familiar with statutory, regulatory, and contractual obligations regarding records creation, retention,
and discarding.

DO understand that you cannot absolutely rely on your state's statute of limitations for medical malpractice or the
statute of repose to protect you from legal actions.

DO understand that the records of minors and patients with some other legal disability or incompetence may fall under
statutory tolling provisions.

DO understand that your state's statutes that limit the time during which malpractice actions may be filed against
physicians would not be applicable in litigation resulting from complaints or allegations involving fraud, conspiracy,
criminal acts, or federal laws, rules, and regulations.

DO remember that there is no "statute of limitations" or "statute of repose" for disciplinary actions by
licensing/medical boards or for ethics proceedings.
at a minimum

DO keep records somewhere safe and accessible only to those who have authorization.
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DO consider using a professional records storage company.

DO develop and implement a retention schedule and written policies and procedures for destroying records.

cannot

DO NOT destroy records involved in open litigation, investigation, or audit.

DO destroy completely all records selected for discarding.

DO retain a log of the destruction.
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other professional advice. Always seek the advice of your attorney with any questions you may have regarding the Content. Never disregard professional legal advice
or delay in seeking it because of the Content.
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